THE NEW WORLD ORDER. part 1
Criminal Politicians, Corporate Predators,
Psychopathic Warmongers & Corrupt Bankers.
Introduction
The EU won't give the Ukraine any money.
They have a process for doing these things.
The same process that bankrupted; Greece, Italy, Portugal, Ireland, Cyprus & Spain.
They give out loans like confetti for infrastructure projects etc.
The deals are always covered by security clauses tied to assets.
The IMF bankers hand out the money.
The country uses it up & gets into more debt
And then they need more money.(credit swaps)
IMF bankers give them refinance deals which costs them more & more each time.
Until the bank moves in & starts soaking up the assets, taking control of National Institutions.
Eventually they get into so much debt that they need a BAILOUT.
The terms of the BAILOUT then state in hidden details that they sign over the sovereignty of
the country to the EU. (Germans)
This is the way that the Germans won the War for Europe without firing a bullet.
But the Pentagon wants to control Europe as well, so they have blown up the EU Ukraine gas
pipeline (allegedly)
To force the EU to sign the TTIP trade agreement
Which gives the US Corporations complete freedom to do what they like in Europe.
This will possibly start a Civil War when the population finds out what the politicians have
done.
Civil War
Civil War is phased in to the plans for The New World Order.
The people need to be restricted, used as cheap labour, kept under control & the birth rate
controlled.
They like Civil War & chaos. It helps with their Divide & Rule culture.
They never actually had to conquer anyone, because they were already in charge.
But their greed & thirst for power is insatiable.
It’s a win win situation for 1% of the population.
What else do they know?
THE SOCIOPATHS:
Sociopaths are people with a psychopathic personality disorder
whose behaviour is antisocial, often criminal, and who lack a sense of moral responsibility or
social conscience.
The New World Order is just an excuse to destroy countries,
Plunder their assets & kill the dissenters.
It creates worldwide chaos not cohesion.
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The New World Order part 2
The World State vs Individualism
To consider The New World Order you have firstly to consider
history.
The Three City States of Power, who rule the world society by
population control.
The Secret Societies who wield power by infiltration & influence.
The geopolitical world regions.
The ideology & corruption of power & control.
History
There are 13 ancient blood lines or illuminati families named as historical power dynasties
that have wielded power and influence over the last few centuries.
The Rothschilds
The Rothschilds are one such family reputed to own 80% of the world’s wealth. The family
fortune was started by Mayer Rothschild in 1760 in Frankfurt, Germany. Mayer, a Jewish
banker, had five sons who created an international banking empire.
The Rockefellers
The Rockefeller family is an American industrial, political, and banking family that made one
of the world's largest fortunes in the oil business during the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
with John D. Rockefeller and his brother William Rockefeller primarily through Standard
Oil. The family is also known for its long association with and control of Chase Manhattan
Bank. They are considered to be one of the most powerful families, if not the most powerful
family, in the history of the United States. (wikepedia)
Secret Societies
Yale University, Skull & Bones, 15 members a year selected for pivotal roles.
The Pitt Club at Cambridge University, Bullingdon Club at Oxford University, the 16'
Club at St David's College and the Speculative Society at the University of Edinburgh.
Secret Societies tend to involve ritualistic bonding using the occult & homoerotic games.
The Council on Foreign Relations
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is an American nonprofit, nonpartisan membership
organization, publisher, and think tank specialising in U.S. foreign policy and international
affairs. The CFR is considered to be the nation's "most influential foreign-policy think tank".
Its membership has included senior politicians, more than a dozen Secretaries of
State, CIA directors, bankers, lawyers, professors, and senior media figures.
The CFR regularly convenes meetings at which government officials, global business leaders
and prominent members of the intelligence/foreign-policy community discuss major
international issues. The council also publishes the bi-monthly journal Foreign Affairs, and
runs a think tank called the David Rockefeller Studies Program. The CFR was founded in
1921 and is headquartered in New York City, with an additional office
in Washington, D.C.
The David Rockefeller Studies Program
Influences foreign policy by making recommendations to the
presidential administration and diplomatic community, testifying before
Congress, interacting with the media, and authoring books, reports,
articles, and op-eds on foreign policy issues.
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The Trilateral Commission
The Trilateral Commission was founded to foster substantive political
and economic dialogue across North America, Europe and Japan.
“To be effective in meeting common problems, Japan, Western
Europe, and North America will have to consult and cooperate more
closely.
to develop and carry out coordinated policies on matters affecting
their common interests...
To refrain from unilateral actions incompatible with their interdependence
And from actions detrimental to other regions...
And to take advantage of existing international and regional organizations and further
enhance their role.
Insidious Influence
Others such as Noam Chomsky have described the Trilateral Commission's goals in less
glowing terms:
“Essentially liberal internationalists from Europe, Japan and the United States, the liberal
wing of the intellectual elite. The Trilateral Commission was concerned with trying to induce
what they called ‘more moderation in democracy’ – turn people back to passivity and
obedience so they don’t put so many constraints on state power and so on. In particular they
were worried about young people. They were concerned about the institutions responsible for
the indoctrination of the young (that’s their phrase), meaning schools, universities, church
and so on – they’re not doing their job, [the young are] not being sufficiently indoctrinated.
They’re too free to pursue their own initiatives and concerns and you’ve got to control them
better.”
The Bilderberg Group
Secret planning & lobbying group for an Anti-Democratic European Superstate by the
Western Elite.
Founded in 1954, the Bilderberg Group holds "by invitation only" annual meetings of the rich
and powerful. About two-thirds of the attendees are European, the rest are American.
The Three City States.
The Three City States are isolated legal entities outside of any
justicial system by having their own principalities. They are a state
within a state.
They rule by using; the military, the money supply & religion to
control the world population
Washington .
Military
City of London.
Money
The Vatican.
Spiritual.
The Repression of Individualism.
The object of The New World Order appears to be to control the population & restrict its
ability to make decisions which either interfere with or interact upon those of the select few.
This method of power & control fails to take into account many aspects of human behaviour.
The main flaw appears to be the misconception that they are right in their thinking with their
objectives in the first place.
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While it is possible to suggest that they may be right, it appears that they have not considered
their own fallibility. This surely is an arrogance which defies rationality. The evolution of
mankind has shown many misfortunes & a history littered by mistakes. Even on a personal
level every man or woman may find themselves to be proved wrong over the passage of time
& have to readjust their ideas & behaviour.
The insistence of following a single concept to fruition without adaptation is therefore to
adopt a fascist ideology over learned experience.
To take on Social Restructuring & Sovereign Destruction by default without any discussion
or approval from the general public or any intellectual debate is verging on insanity.
While The New World Order may be correct in its assertion that we need a better system of
governance, there is no reason to believe that the people who undertake this process are the
same people who managed to completely destroy the last system of the world economy,
Democracy & Justice.
And while they may be obsessed by controlling “the population” they seem not to have
noticed the complete disintegration of Law & Order in their own sphere of influence which
was the original reason for the failure of the world economy.
First they should put their own house in order.
The Free Corporate Society
The increase in the number of people & corporations operating in the Free Corporate Society
has made this pinnacle of greed unsustainable. If as a corporate producer you are going to
commit fraud on fraud on fraud you are destroying the economic system which was based on
expansion & trust. So creating a New World Order with; Criminal Politicians, Corporate
Predators, Psychopathic Warmongers & Corrupt Bankers is bit like building a house on a
frozen lake. The problem that will destroy this corrupt ideology is its own corruption not the
population that is pretends to serve.
The practicalities of jump starting a New World Order is to deny the existence of God, any
God, & to deny the evolution of mankind.
It is such an act of supreme arrogance one can only assume this to be an elite class of
sociopaths.
So instead of sorting out their own corruption & updating the Justice system these sycophants
who dare to edit our thoughts & minds by censoring their own psychopathic misdemeanours
from the main stream media, have decided to form a New World Order to keep their own
corruption & greed hidden.
There is another major flaw in this plan to control humanity. This is the repression of
individualism. The people in the Three City States of Power have created their own reality
which they use to construct their plans. Their sources of reason are based on their own
judgements & those of others within their core secret society.
In using main stream media censorship they have unwittingly indoctrinated themselves into
believing their own truth. They have restricted their own progression of thought by isolating
themselves from external reality & the flow of free thought.
They have spent so much time trying to control others while the general
population has by passed them intellectually & moved on.
The trouble with narcissists, sycophants & sociopaths is that they don’t
understand normal people & therefore they have to have studies to analyse
people data which obviously is very time consuming. Whereas normal
people know the difference between right & wrong instinctively.
The evolvement of The New World Order also involves another psychological diversion.
The Bureaucratic Empires.
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The Bureaucratic Empires.
The common use of large office blocks for government & corporate bureaucracies & has led
to the evolution of mini societies within those walls.
The structure of the mini society is governed by the political correct regime & middle class
pseudo intellectual bigotry.
The vast numbers of people encapsulated in these mini cultures makes them comparatively
the size of towns.
This has allowed the evolution of a sub culture of known belief that is actually only known &
adhered to within that particular bureaucracy itself. The spheres of ignorance within this
mini society are not naturally eradicated by interaction with the outside world & the
idiosyncrasies are expanded by the totalitarian repression of the administration.
There is no democracy in this work environment, it is a dictatorship controlled by the
management & ultimately the CEO or Director.
Therefore it has evolved into a business model where problems are solved by bureaucratic
means, by committee & data analysis. The manipulation of the population by dictat is
therefore accepted & this is only a short step from Control & Power without assessing
humanitarian consequences or engaging in moral responsibility or social conscience.
.
The Ten Geopolitical World Regions

GATT. The new
one world trade
organisation.
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The Ideology & Corruption of The New World Order
While the creation of a New World Order may be necessary.
We have seen what has happened in the European Union.
The destruction of Democracy, the failure of the Justice system.
The acceptance of corruption as normal business practice.
The destruction of the nation states in the EU was never explained to the population or
debated.
The ending of legal controls, the intentional destruction of the financial system.
The complete failure of the administration to protect the public from poverty.
No matter how honest the project may have been in concept the resulting practical outcome
has been devastating.
And while the bureaucratic servants of the EU state have progressed their remit with forceful
abandon.
The result has been an unmitigated disaster for the people of Europe.
While the politicians who pay themselves out of the public purse & the state servants who
pay themselves out of the public purse may try to expedite themselves with rational
explanations.
It has become obvious to all outside this clique of self seeking parasites that this whole EU
project has become a Criminal Conspiracy by organised criminals to defraud & destroy
nation states & steal the assets of these nation states.
This is basically a Crime Against Humanity which should be investigated by the international
courts in The Hague.
There is also a naivety in the ultimate aims of this group that they will actually be the
eventual winners.
If human nature has anything to show from history it is this.
These people are unscrupulous to the extreme.
The eventual winners will be the most powerful & the most genocidal.
The eventual winner then is likely to be the military,
The Pentagon World State.
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The New World Order (revised)

The structure of The New World Order should be based on the historic tenets of government.
Law, Justice & Accountancy.
That all governments should agree to & aim for a system for Universal Justice & Democracy.
This means that the Corporations, Off shore Tax Jurisdictions & The Three City States be
integrated into a Universal Justice & Democracy system.
That all religious belief should be accepted as an equal & individual part of the Universal
Spirit.
That the laws of honesty, integrity & justice should be passed in all government
administrations to make; lobbying, fraud & dishonesty a prisonable offence.
That the interference in the administration of government be a treasonable offence.
That the attempted corruption of a government official shall be an imprisonable offence.
That the military corporations be brought back under government control.
That new laws to protect the population from corporate exploitation are introduced.
That new laws to protect the land & sea are introduced.
That sustainable energy & food sources are developed & protected.
That corporations involved in government frauds over the past 20 years have their assets
confiscated.
That information should be open source & honestly presented.

Reference:
YouTube Videos;
John Pilger The War on Democracy
Bloc Heads: Builders of The New World Order
The Secret Empire of The New World Order
www.Infowars.com
www.Wikipedia.com
This is Open Source information from

http://goo.gl/092m8P
http://goo.gl/oKfwYH
http://goo.gl/Rf3ZCY

www.RealNewsUK.com

The Movement for Universal Justice & Democracy.
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